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Background
• ACMG recommendations for reporting secondary findings in diagnostic wholeexome or genome sequencing (WES/WGS), independent of indication:
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In clinical exome and genome sequencing, there is a potential for the
recognition and reporting of incidental or secondary findings unrelated to the indication for ordering the sequencing but of medical
value for patient care. The American College of Medical Genetics and
Genomics (ACMG) recently published a policy statement on clinical
sequencing that emphasized the importance of alerting the patient
to the possibility of such results in pretest patient discussions, clinical testing, and reporting of results. The ACMG appointed a Working Group on Incidental Findings in Clinical Exome and Genome
Sequencing to make recommendations about responsible management of incidental findings when patients undergo exome or genome
sequencing. This Working Group conducted a year-long consensus
process, including an open forum at the 2012 Annual Meeting and
review by outside experts, and produced recommendations that have
been approved by the ACMG Board. Specific and detailed recommendations, and the background and rationale for these recommen-

dations, are described herein. The ACMG recommends that laboratories performing clinical sequencing seek and report mutations of
the specified classes or types in the genes listed here. This evaluation
and reporting should be performed for all clinical germline (constitutional) exome and genome sequencing, including the “normal” of
tumor-normal subtractive analyses in all subjects, irrespective of age
but excluding fetal samples. We recognize that there are insufficient
data on penetrance and clinical utility to fully support these recommendations, and we encourage the creation of an ongoing process
for updating these recommendations at least annually as further data
are collected.
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Recommendations for reporting of secondary findings
in clinical exome and genome sequencing, 2016 update
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As genome-scale sequencing is increasingly applied in clinical of severe disease that is preventable if identified before
medicine, complex issues arise regarding the extent to which symptoms occur.
primary data should be analyzed and reported. At the presThe release of this set of recommendations resulted in
ent time, the most common clinical application of massively considerable discussion, much of it focused on whether the
parallel sequencing lies in its use as a powerful new diagnostic analysis of these 56 genes should be “mandatory” when wholetool in selected patients. When such sequencing is performed, exome/whole-genome sequencing is pursued clinically, or
primary data files consisting of a vast number of genomic whether patients should be able to “opt out” of such secondvariants are generated for each individual, with that informa- ary analysis and reporting. This discussion was informed by
tion varying greatly with regard to relevance to the specific a report by the Presidential Commission on Bioethical Issues
diagnostic question. What to do with these large numbers of regarding secondary findings and a survey administered by the
“secondary” or “incidental” variants (nomenclature has varied ACMG to its membership in January 2014. In March 2014, the
with regard to such findings; the American College of Medical ACMG updated its recommendations, prompted in part by
Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) has now adopted “second- what appeared to be a general consensus among ACMG memary findings” as standard nomenclature, as recommended by bers and other relevant stakeholders that patients should be
the Presidential Commission on Bioethical Issues1) has been able to opt out of the analysis of genes unrelated to the indicaa matter of considerable debate and discussion. Challenges tion for testing, and that the decision should be made during
include how extensively the primary data should be routinely the process of informed consent before testing.
GenetbeMed In this issue of Genetics in Medicine, we publish the results
analyzed and which of the many variants discovered should
reported to patients. These questions are especially challeng- of this survey2 and articulate the current recommenda2014
tions of the ACMG with regard to the analysis and return
ing because although many of these variants are not clinically
relevant or are uninterpretable, a minority may have important of secondary findings when clinical genome-scale analysis
medical implications for the individual sequenced as00
well as is pursued.
for other family members.
When clinical genome-scale (e.g., whole-exome sequencIn March 2013, the ACMG issued a set of 00
recoming, whole-genome sequencing) sequencing is permendations regarding the use of clinical genome-scale
sequencing. One recommendation advised laboratories
17October2016formed, written informed consent should be obtained
by a qualified genetics health-care professional describperforming whole-exome sequencing or whole-genome
ing the nature of the test and addressing points such as
sequencing for any clinical indication to specifically
ana18October2016
interpretive uncertainty, privacy, possible impact on other
lyze the sequence of 57 (later revised to 56) genes. These
family members, and the inevitable generation of data
genes were selected based on substantial clinical
evi10.1038/gim.2016.190
not immediately relevant to the clinical indication for
dence that pathogenic variants result in a high likelihood
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• Various studies have estimated the prevalence of secondary findings in apparently
unaffected individuals using WES/WGS
Genet Med

Exome and genome sequencing (collectively referred to in this
2014into
report as clinical sequencing) are rapidly being integrated
the practice of medicine.1,2 The falling price of sequencing,
68
coupled with advanced bioinformatics capabilities, is creating
opportunities to use sequencing in multiple medical situa69
tions, including the molecular characterization of rare diseases,
the individualization of treatment (particularly in cancer),
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pharmacogenomics, preconception/prenatal screening, and
population screening for disease risk.3,4 In all of these applications, there is a potential for the recognition and reporting of
incidental (or secondary) findings, which are results that are
not related to the indication for ordering the sequencing but
that may nonetheless be of medical value or utility to the ordering physician and the patient. Considerable literature discusses

- Published estimates range between 1.0% and 6%
23September2014
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Disclaimer: These recommendations are designed primarily as an educational resource for medical geneticists and other healthcare providers to help them
provide quality medical services. Adherence to these recommendations is completely voluntary and does not necessarily assure a successful medical outcome.
These recommendations should not be considered inclusive of all proper procedures and tests or exclusive of other procedures and tests that are reasonably
directed toward obtaining the same results. In determining the propriety of any specific procedure or test, the clinician should apply his or her own professional
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To promote standardized reporting of actionable information from
clinical genomic sequencing, in 2013, the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) published a minimum list of
genes to be reported as incidental or secondary findings. The goal was
to identify and manage risks for selected highly penetrant genetic disorders through established interventions aimed at preventing or significantly reducing morbidity and mortality. The ACMG subsequently
established the Secondary Findings Maintenance Working Group to
develop a process for curating and updating the list over time. We
describe here the new process for accepting and evaluating nominations for updates to the secondary findings list. We also report outcomes from six nominations received in the initial 15 months after the

BACKGROUND

The intent of the original incidental findings recommendations1 was that clinical diagnostic laboratories performing
exome or genome sequencing should report known pathogenic
(KP) or expected pathogenic (EP) variants in the 56 American

process was implemented. Applying the new process while upholding the core principles of the original policy statement resulted in
the addition of four genes and removal of one gene; one gene did not
meet criteria for inclusion. The updated secondary findings minimum
list includes 59 medically actionable genes recommended for return
in clinical genomic sequencing. We discuss future areas of focus,
encourage continued input from the medical community, and call for
research on the impact of returning genomic secondary findings.
Genet Med advance online publication 17 November 2016
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College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) genes
even when unrelated to the primary medical reason for testing.
Subsequently, the ACMG revised the terminology to “secondary
findings” (SFs) because these genes are intentionally being
analyzed, as opposed to genetic variants found incidentally or
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Background
• It is now possible to perform
diagnostic multigene panel testing on
assay platforms that cover hundreds
of genes

Clinician indicates
genes analyzed

- These are used to generate
customized panels based on
clinician indication

Hundreds of genes sequenced
on a single platform

Cardiovascular
disease

Cancer
syndromes

Focused
panel

Focused
panel

Comprehensive
panel
Customized panels
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Study objectives
• Use a large multigene panel strategy
- Estimate the overall prevalence of cancer gene pathogenic variants
- In a multi-ethnic population of patients with no known cancer
history
• Determine the number of secondary findings by gene
• Assess the clinical actionability of identified gene variants
• Estimate the difference in prevalence between multiple ethnic
populations and Caucasians
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Cancer gene panel selection

ACMG genes

47-gene customized panel
APC
BRCA1
BRCA2
MEN1
MLH1
MSH2
MSH6
MUTYH
NF2
PMS2
PTEN

RB1
RET
SDHAF2
SDHB
SDHC
SDHD
STK11
TP53
TSC1
TSC2
VHL
WT1

CDKN2A
BMPR1A
CDC73
CDH1
EPCAM
FH
FLCN
KIT
MET
PDGFRA
PRKAR1A
PTCH1

Cancer-risk genes

SMAD4
SMARCB1
ATM
BAP1
BRIP1
CDK4
CHEK2
DICER1
MAX
PALB2
SDHA
TMEM127

• Inclusive cancer gene selection strategy
(benefit>risk for gene-variant clinical
management)
- ACMG56 cancer-risk genes (23)
- Reviewed literature for cancer-risk genes
with:
§

§

Strong evidence of gene-condition
association
Clinical management recommendations
o

Surveillance

o

Family cascade testing

o

Circumstances to avoid

- 24 additional genes deemed clinically
actionable by a panel of Clinical Geneticists,
Genetic Counselors & PhD Scientists
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Methods
• 3,679 patients referred for hereditary
cardiovascular multigene panel testing
- No known personal/family history of cancer
• Reviewed de-identified sequence data, under an
IRB-approved protocol, for the 47-gene
customized cancer-risk panel
• Classification of variants from these 47 cancerrisk genes:
- Pathogenic if previously classified at Invitae
as pathogenic
- Novel variants predicted to be pathogenic if
variant resulted in a frameshift, nonsense,
or splice-site disruption predicted to cause
loss of function (LOF)
- Removed known non-pathogenic LOF
variants
• Predicted pathogenic variants (PVs)

Variants in 47 genes
from 3,679 patients

Retained
known
pathogenic
variants

Retained
predicted LOF
variants

Removed known
non-pathogenic
LOF variants

Removed all
unclassified
missense variants

Predicted pathogenic
variants (PPV)
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Cancer-risk gene PV prevalence
• Prevalence of ALL cancer gene PVs in
3,769 cardiovascular patients
- 6% of patients with PV on customized
panel
§ Includes 7 patients with P/LP CNVs
- 2.7% of patients with PV when limited
to ACMG cancer genes

• Positive patients after excluding lower
risk variants
- MUTYH heterozygotes (hets)
- Low penetrance PVs in CHEK2, MITF, FH

Cardiovascular patients with cancer PVs
7%

6%

6%

5%

4%

2.72%

3%

2.96%

2%

1.01%
1%

0%

47-gene virtual panel

All PVs

ACMG genes

47-gene virtual panel

ACMG genes

Excluding low-risk PVs
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Cancer-risk gene PV prevalence by ethnicity
• Prevalence of cancer gene PVs in patients by
ethnicity
- African-American 1.73%
- Asian 8%
- Hispanic 4.98%
- Caucasian 6.43%
• When limited to ACMG cancer genes
- African-American 0.87%
- Asian 6%
- Hispanic 2.3%
- Caucasian 2.69%
• Spectrum of variants by ethnicity
- Broad variant spectrum contributes to high
Caucasian prevalence
- Asian prevalence is dominated by a single
MUTYH variant

Patients with cancer-gene PVs, by ethnicity
9.00%

8%

8.00%
7.00%

6.43%

6%

6.00%

4.98%

5.00%
4.00%
3.00%
2.00%
1.00%

2.30%

1.73%

2.69%

0.87%

0.00%
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Positive secondary findings by gene
PVs per cancer-risk gene
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VHL|BRCA2
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RAD51D

PTEN
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MUTYH/het

MSH6

MITF

MLH1

FLCN
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EPCAM

DICER1

CHEK2

CDKN2A

CDH1

BRIP1

CDC73

BRCA2

BRCA1

BARD1

BAP1

0
ATM

Number of Patients with PVs

70

• 82% of the identified PVs were in
- ATM
- BRCA1
- BRCA2
- CHEK2
- FH
- MITF
- MUTYH
- NBN
- PALB2
- PMS2
• 7 patients (3% of positives) had PVs
in two cancer-risk genes

Patients with 2 PVs
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Management guidelines for cancer genes with most PVs
Gene

Cancer risk

Management recommendations1,2,3,4

ATM

Breast cancer

Annual mammogram and consider breast MRI starting at 40 years

BRCA1/
BRCA2

Breast, ovarian, and prostate cancer

Breast screening, RRM, RRSO

CHEK2

Breast and colon cancer

Annual mammogram and consider breast MRI starting at 40 years old

FH

Renal cell cancer

Annual abdominal MRI

MITF

Melanoma, renal cell cancer

Monthly skin exams, renal ultrasound

MUTYH (het)

Colon cancer (moderate at most)

Colonoscopy at 40 years old for unaffected proband with colon cancer in
1st-degree relative

NBN

Breast cancer

Annual mammogram and consider breast MRI starting at 40 years old

PALB2

Breast cancer

Annual mammogram and consider breast MRI starting at 30 years old

PMS2

Colon and ovarian cancer

Colonoscopy every 1-2 years starting at 20-25 years of age

RRM – risk reducing mastectomy; RRSO – risk reducing salpingo-oophorectomy; het – heterozygote. 1Daly et al. Genetic/Familial High-Risk Assessment: Breast and Ovarian, 1.2018,
nccn.org. 2Provenzale et al. Genetic/Familial High-Risk Assessment: Colorectal, 3.2017, nccn.org. 3Menko et al. Hereditary leiomyomatosis and renal cell cancer (HLRCC): renal cancer
risk, surveillance and treatment. Fam Cancer 2014. 4Potrony et al. Prevalence of MITF p.E318K in patients with melanoma independent of the presence of CKDN1A causative
mutations. JAMA Dermatology 2016.
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Factors impacting PV prevalence estimate
• Secondary findings in only cancer-risk genes estimated at up to 6%
- Possibly impacted by analyzing larger number of cancer-risk genes
- Inclusion of variants conferring moderate risk (e.g., MUTYH
heterozygotes)
• Prevalence is likely underestimated
- We did not include novel missense or copy number variants
• Lower prevalence in certain ethnicities
- Suggests pathogenic missense variants (e.g., low penetrance
founder mutations) are underrepresented in current databases
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Summary
• Using a customized panel strategy, we estimate the prevalence of secondary
findings for cancer risk at up to 6% in individuals undergoing hereditary
cardiovascular multigene testing.
• True prevalence of secondary findings in certain ethnicities is likely
underreported, highlighting the need for sequencing research in these
populations.
• Each of the identified secondary finding PVs is associated with published
management guidelines with the potential to impact the clinical care of
patients and their family members.
• This study suggests that secondary findings of potential clinical utility could be
gleaned from customized multigene panels, a situation not currently
addressed by the ACMG 2016 recommendations.
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